
an open 11.7mm diameter 
design which allows the          
surgeon to visualize the entire 
cornea and limbus while  
marking the axis
 
notches at the four cardinal 
positions coincide with the 
landmarks produced by the 
Henderson Alignment Marker,  
allowing for proper centration 
and orientation of the gauge 
 
the beveled face with lines        
at 5˚ increments provides        
excellent visibility without  
glare for greater accuracy

slim profile that   
fits perfectly into 
the Henderson         
Degree Gauge 
 
fine lines on the anterior         
surface of the marking head  
for precise alignment with the 
Henderson Degree Gauge 
 
ultra fine marking surfaces for 
accurate marking of the axis of 
astigmatism

marks extend from the limbus 
to the midperipheral cornea for 
alignment of the toric IOL

  key features:

K3-7904

marking pattern

semi-circular ring with three 
blunt prongs for impressing 
landmarks at the 3, 6 and 9 
o’clock positions
 

0.5mm flattened tips that 
are easily inked to provide 
clearly defined dots at the 
11mm optic zone

blunt tips prevent damage 
to the epithelium, even if the      
patient inadvertently moves
 
handle mounted at a 45° 
angle allowing for an easy         
approach to the patient’s eye 

marking pattern

Alignment Marker Toric IOL MarkerDegree Gauge

K3-7908

mark the patient at the slit lamp orient the gauge to the marks mark the axis of astigmatism
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K3-7912

  key features:   key features:



from Katena

Henderson Instruments

Toric IOLs 
& LRIs

®

for

SL0910-Rev 1

K3-7908    Henderson Alignment Marker

K3-7904    Henderson Degree Gauge

K3-7912    Henderson Toric IOL Axis Marker

K3-7936    Henderson LRI Marker

Ordering Information

Instruments designed by:
Bonnie Henderson, MD of Boston, MA

non-marking 
center l i nes 
on the anterior       
surface a r e     
easily aligned 
with the degree 
markings on 
the Henderson 
Degree Gauge
 

produces an easily traceable  
arcuate line with landmarks for 
30˚, 45˚ and 60˚ length incisions

ultra thin marking surfaces can be 
used with or without ink

marking pattern
at 10mm optic zone

K3-7936
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  key features:

LRIMarker

create landmarks for the incision
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